
 

Music Making Apps    
Below is a list of music making apps, including virtual musical instruments and musical 
games, for iPad/tablet/smartphone.Most are free of charge to download –apps marked 
with a * have a small cost on the app store.  
 

Name           Description             

AUMI 
AUMI uses the camera on your device to capture physical movement, and coverts this to 
sound-from bells to drums to synthesizer tones. 

Autochords Chord progression generator (fun for song writing or just playing around with sounds) 

Beat Snap Drum pad controller and drum machine  

Blob 
Chorus* Ear training 

Bloom Combines art-making and sound composition through touch screen interaction 

Bongos Virtual drums, operated by touch screen 

Conga 
Drums Virtual drums, operated by touch screen 

Cove Expression of emotions through music (relaxation, mood awareness) 

Easy Xylo Virtual xylophone 

Echo String Virtual harp 

Ether Pad Multitouch performance surface and real time synthesizer  

Etherial 
Dialpad Synthesizer 

FingerBeat Sampler, drum-machine & field recorder 

Fingertip 
Maestro Intuitive piano and guitar, with visual stimuli 

Garage Band Music Studio app (good for song writing and free play) 

Incredibox* Virtual band 

Jam Looper Featuring smart automatic looping, multiple tracks, volume control and track effects. 

Korg 
Kaossilator Synthesizer 

Launchpad Make & remix music 

Loop Pads 24 Make & remix music 

Mussila 
Music School Music learning app for kids. Games to learn about instruments, rhythm, music theory, etc. 

Musyc 
Touch turns into music. Draw shapes and listen to your piece of music while viewing sounds 
bouncing on the screen. 

Patatap Animation and sound kit 

Plasma 
Sound Beautiful music instrument inspired by the Theremin, Continuum, Keyboard and Sequencer.  

Polyphonic Music making app 

Rhythm Pad Wide range of high-quality real and electronic drum kits 

Singing 
Fingers 

Fingerpaint with sound. Make a sound while moving your finger to record a sound-drawing. 
Touch the drawing you just made to play the sound back 

Sound Forest 

Music maker that allows you to instantly compose a song using a collection of musical 
creatures. Compose a loop by tapping animal instruments and mix them into a hypnotic tune. 
Make a musical ecosystem with SoundForest. 



Soundprism 
Visualization of pitches and intuitive controls composing sophisticated melodies, tone and 
chord patterns 

Tabla - 
Indian 
percussion Virtual Instrument 

Talking 
Button simple communication app, up to three message recording  

Ultimate 
Guitar Guitar, bass and ukulele tabs and lyrics 

Walkband Music Studio App. Similar to garage band (song writing, free play) 

 
 

 


